Ref. Ares(2014)363943 - 13/02/2014

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

SCHNICHELS Dominik (SANCO)
15 October 2013 20:19
Sophie Crousse
Re: meeting request

Dear Sophie, thanks. Sounds good. Dominik

Schnichels Dominik

Original message
From: Sophie Crousse <sophie.s.crousse(a)gsk.com>
Date:
To: "SCHNICHELS Dominik (SANCO)" <Dominik.Schnichels(a)ec.europa.eu>
Subject: Re: meeting request

Dear Dominik,
GSK (medical and regulatory) has done a detailed analysis on article 18. We have share it with our trade association,
JnJ and Novartis and I am awaiting comments. In any event I
am keen to share it with you and will do so shortly. We can then speak if you have questions.
Thanks and kind regards,
Sophie.
Le 15 Oct 2013 à 18:36, "Dominik.Schnichels(g)ec.europa.eu" <xxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxx@xx.xxxxxx.xx> a écrit :
Dear Sophie,
Many thanks for your mail. I would be very interested in a short analysis of Art. 18 as proposed by
the EP by GSK, but at this stage I fear we are so pressed with time that I prefer to avoid additional
meetings. On top of a meeting would require agreeing about the minutes so that they could be
published on our website.
Kind regards
Dominik
From: Sophie Crousse fmailto:sophie.s.crousse(q)qsk.com1
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:54 PM
To: SCHNICHELS Dominik (SANCO)
Subject: meeting request
Dear Dominik,
We have met with MEP ^^^|after the ENVI vote on the TPD in July at the EP in Brussels. I
had a discussion today with your admin ^^^^^^^vho said she would check with you if a
face to face meeting would be possible in the near future to share with you our analysis of
article 18 of the TPD and seek your advise on next steps.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Kind regards.
ι

Sophie.
Sophie Crousse
Vice President European Public Affairs Europe
Consumer Healthcare Europe
GSK
Avenue des Arts 46/B9, 1000 Brussels, Belgium
Email xxxxxx.x.xxxxxxx@xxx.xxx
Mobile +32 497 059 227
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